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*REACTIVE COLLISIONS IN CROSSED MOLECULAR BEAMS

By Dudley R. Herschbach

Department of Chemistry) University of
California) Berkeley) California

Abstract

The distribution of velocity vectors of reaction products

is discussed) with emphasis on the restrictions imposed by the

conservation laws. The recoil velocity which carries the products

away from the center of mass shows how the energy of reaction is
-

divided between internal excitation and translation. Similarly)

the angular distributions) as viewed from the center of mass)

reflect the partitioning of the total angular momentum between

angular momenta of individual molecules and orbital angular

momentum associated with their relative motion.

Crossed beam studies of several reactions of the type

M + RI ~R + MI are described) where M = K) Rb) Cs and R = CH3 )

C2HS) etc. The results show that most o~ the energy o~ reaction

goes into internal excitation o~ the products and that the angular

distribution is qUite anisotropic) with most of the MI recoiling

backward (and R ~orward) with respect to the incoming K beam.

*Support received ~rom the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission and
the Al~red P. Sloan Foundation is gratefully acknowledged.
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The molecular mechanics of chemical reactions can be studied

most directly in crossed bemaexperllaents. In recent years this

prospect has captivated workers in several laboratories, and
1-7encouraging results have already been obta~ned. . Fortunately,

there 1s a large olass of reactions of alkali metals with halogen

compounds which can be studied with almost rudimentary apparatus.

The early flame studies of M. polanyi8 demonstrated that many of

these reactions have very large cross sections, even larger than

"hard-sphere" valuesJ and the surface ionization studies of Iangmuir

provided a remarY~bly sensitive and specific detector for alkali

atornE and their compounds. S E/en for alkali reactions, in a

typical crossed beam experiment the yield at the peak of the angular'

distribution corresponds to only a monolayer of product molecules

per month.

The feasibility of su(~h exp<Z:riments V\I'8.8 established in 1855 by

~ 2the work of Taylor and Da~z on the reaction

K + HEr ....,.. H + KBr (1)

Although the traditional tungsten surface ionization detector is

about equally sensitive to K ap,.d KBr, Taylor and Datz found that; a

platinum alloy is much more effective for K than for lCSr; and this

enabled them to distinguish the reactive scattering from the large

background of elastic scattering. The collision yield (ratio of

total KBr detected to K scattered out of the parent bea~) was fcu~d
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to be 10-3 and an activation energy of 3 kcal/mole was estimated

from the variation of the yield with beam temperatures. In 1960,

Greene" Roberta" al1d RosaS reported a i'urther study of' reaction

(1), with the ~portant refinement of a mechanical rotor to select
A.

the K beam. velocity. This has led, in recent work with Beck,,- to

detailed information about the dependence of the reaction probability

on the initial relative translational energy and impact pararaeter

of the reactants.

In the experiments at BerkeleYl5- 7 we have been very fortunate

to have the collaboration of G. H. Kwei, J. A. Norris" and J. L.

Kinsey. OUr first aim has been to study the distribution of

velocity vectors of the products. ·This dictated the choice of a

reaction which fulfilled certain kinematical requirements" to be

outlined below. It was decided to try

(2)

and analogous reactions. TIle restrictions imposed by the conser-

vat ion laws make it possible to infer £rom the angular distribution

of all{ali halide in these reactions the final relative translational

energy of the products as well as the directions in which they

recoil away from the center of mass.

~ffiCfffiNICS OF COLLISIONS

Ener~y and I~near Momentum

The conservation laws for energy and linear moment~~ provide

geometrical relationships between the velocity ~ectors in the

asymptotic initial and final states of a collision. Ne~~oniun
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mechanics is rigorously applicable here, as the same relationships

hold in qu.antum mechanics.

The total energy available to the '''reaction products, to be

partitioned between their final relative translational kinetic

energy, E', and internal excitation, W' (rotational, vibrational"

or electronic), 1s given by

E' + itl' ;:: E + W + AD6 • (3)

The constant energy of the center of mass motion is omitted, E + W

1s the initial energy of the reactants, and AD~ is the difference

in dissociation energies of the products and reactants (measured

from the zero-point vibrational levels).

An observer traveling with the constant velocity of the center

(4)

would see the reactants approach with velocities inversely propor-

tional to their masses and roarallel to the relative velocity vect.or",..

since momentQ~ conservation ~equires

(5 )

~l - c =
- c =...

(mzlm)!

-(rnl/m)~ ·

(Ga)

(6b)

Tne recoil velocities which carr~· the products away from the center

of mass are correlated in the s~ne way (see Fig. 1)~



V~, - c = (m4./m)v'
-~ --

The final relative velocity vector,

tV r= v3 - v4 '... ..... ...

(7a)

(7b)

(8)

may t~te any direction inspacel but energy conservation restricts

its magnitude"

(9)

which is determined by the reduced mass, ~t, of the products and

the final relative translational energy.

A convenient way to take' into account the conservation laws

in analyzing an observed laboratory distribution 1s to construct a

"Nev/ton diagl"am.. n as illustrated beloH in Figs. 6-9. For each of'

the accessible values of E', the spect~~ of recoil vectors for

product mS can range" oVE;r a sphel"s of radius (m,Jm)v' about the

tip of c (see Fig. 1b). The: angle X between v and v' describes
~. ~ ~

the angular distribution" v:hich has cylindrical symmetry about :£'

as shOlrJU later under Eq. (11). ..Corresponding vector~ for product

ID4 appear at .the mirror iciage angle ~-X on a sphere of radius

(m3/m)v'. n!e Ne~~on diagram thus displays the possible recoil

spectrum of a product as a set of spheres~ one fo~ each value of

E' up to the maxj~um allowed by Eq. (3).

To compare a theoretical model with experiment l~'e must (i)

derive from the model the density of recoil vectors per unit area

over each sphere in the Newton diagr~u, (11) project these distri

butions onto the laboratory coordinate system, and (iii) average

over the initial velocity distributions in the incident beamsQ
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For (1) we require the differential cross section per unit

solid anglej

(IO)

for ffiiich I 3 (X) =14 (n-x). The partitioning of angular momentum

in the reaction strongly in.fluences the form of I(X) and under

'certain conditions it will favor peaking along the direction of v~-
as indicated later.

~Jhen the l""eactant beams have comparable velocities" the trans

fornmtion (11) 1s much more complicated than that familiar in

nuclear scattering,lO and often introduces severe distortions in

the laboratory "image" of ~(X). !t is convenient to designate a

product as "rest n or "slowtl accol">dlng as its reco11 velocity (7)

is greater or less than the center of mass velocity. As seen in

Fig. lb~ the laborato~y distribution of a fast product may range

over 47T ste!'£ldians, whereas that of' a slow pl"'oduct is coni'ined

Within a forward cone about c~ regardless of the form of I(X)$ ana- '.

in gen.eral contributions from 1;\,10 values ot: X arc sUperi l'IlpOsed at

~ach laboratory angle. Three cr;!.ses n!E.y be identified in 1jJhich the

relations j~~)osed by (11) can be used to advantage by choosing

reactions with suitable values of A1)~ and mass ratios.

Case A: - c I:; O.le.- All the KBr fon~ed in reaction (1)

is very slow~ for eJuuuple$ even for the maximl~ possible value of .

E', it is confined t'Jithin about 10° of c. This facil.itatcs meacure--
mont of' the total reaction cross sect'ion and ite dependence on E.

~1e variation of reX) with X and E' has practically no effect on

the laboratory distribution of product; which is essentially
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determined just by the spread in ~ arising from the velocity

distributions o~ the ~eactants.llj12

Case B: IYi - ~I ; lOc. , If a product is sufficiently fast

over most of the range of E f , its laboratory distribution will

give the variation of I{X) with X directly, with negligible

distortion from (11). An example 1s the H atom produced in reaction

(1). However, information about the dependence on B' cannot be

obtained Without a velocity analysis of the product. Also, for

this case, juaportant portions of the I(X) distribution will often

fall in regions obscured by elastic scattering or outside the range

that can be scanned by the detectors.

Case c: f!i - ~f =c. For a suitable intermediate case, the

laboratory distribution will be strongly influenced by both X and

E 1 • This occurs tor the KI fanned :i.n reaction (2) ~ as shovm in

Fig. 2. FurthermorcJ as illustrated later8 the ~~in features of

the dependenoe on X and on E I can sometimes be untangled" 1;'JithclJ.~:;

resortil"1g to a velocity analysis of the product" by combining data

from different experimental configurations. This 1s possible if'

the l-'cactant beams have compa1:,uble velocities, as in reaction (2)~

The transformation relations of Fig. 2 are thC11 qrastically altered

for out-ot-plane scattering and for different. angles of intersection

of the reactant beams.

Conservation of angular momentum provides that

L' + Jl = L + J ~- - (11)
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\'Jherc Land L' denote the'initial and final orbital angular momentD.m.... .....

associated \'Jlth the relative motion of' the collision partners and

(12)

are stmw of the momenta of the individual reactant and product

molecules. As indicated in Fig. Sa, the initial J vectors are-,;0.

rand~n1y oriented, whereas the L vectors are perpendicular to the....
initial relative velocity v, with all azimuthal orientations of L

. - ....
about v equally likely. Therefore the total an.....rmlar momentum-
L + J always has a distribution with cylindrical symmetry about v.... .... -
and (11) ~mposes this symrAetry on the angular distribution of

products.

'fl1ere is another kinematical feature which, under certain

conditiousJ can greatly el1hance the correlation between the product

distribution and the direction of v. Consider first the limiting...
case in whioh orbital angular momentum is conserved~

L' =: L .....
(ThiS holds precisely for elastic scattering in a central potenti2tlbJ

In this limit" the motion of' both reactants and products 1s con-

~ined to a plane perpendicular to L. According to classical-
mechanics~ the relation between the scattered intensity per unit

angle in this plane, dp/dX~ and the differential cross section is

(14)

Hhere the first factor arises f'1"01l1 integrating over the azimuthal

orientations of L about v.. The situation is illustrated in Pig. 31~... -
for the special case .
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(15)

vlllich distributes the products uniformly over the azirrillthal angles

about L" like tlwo.ter spraying off: a spinning ·wheel. If Tile complete....
anG~lal~ distribution 1s obtained by rotating the diagrrun about v....
so that the circle shown in Fig. 3b generates a sphere. Thus t-Je

see that the recoil vectors of' the products \'1111 fan out arov.nd the

equator and accumulate along the poles, as required by Eq. (14).

Of cour6e~ Eq. (15) need not hold 1n general; thaI/sin X factor

in (14) lrJil1 pl"oduce strong forward peal::ing Whenever the planar

distribution does not vanish at X ~ 0° J and backwal"d peaking when

ever' it does not vanish at X ::: 1800
• This has been called the

1·...
Uglory effect If in discussions of' ela.stic scattering. ..::; 'l"'ne peakinG

can be Buppressed only .~hen dolelx vanishessu.fficiently rapidly

at the poles; for exa~plej the angular distribution becomes iso-

tropic only in the case of specular reflection of' hard sphere;:;; (.

ltJhich do/ax is proportional to sin X).

In reactive scattering Eq. (13) cannot be expected to hold.

However, deviations ~rom plana~ ~ot1on will be small V~1en

(a) L» J and (at) L' >; Jl ,
~ ~ ~

(16)

and the glory effect will then enter prominently. Averaging over

the various orientations of J and J'~ which tilt the total a~Sular..., ...
momentv~ vector With respect to v and Vi, merely rounds off t~8

.." ...
peaking someH'hat. As the conditions (16) are relaxed.., the ::lc,,-

scattering persists to a surprising extent; calculations slic:Y..' ::l.t

is still signi1'icant\rJhen J and J* carryover half of the 2.nzul:;:~:::'.... ...
momentUUla 10 It fades away, of course, when either of the
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thus 3 if L « J,... the distribution

of directions of tho total angu.lal" momentu,l1 vector becomes nearly

isotl'"'Opic and hence no longel" endows the products vlith a Ilmemor·yH

of the direction of v •...
In the analysis of reX) it is therefore often appropriate to

separate three factors: the partitioning of the total angular

momentum (1) between ~ and ~ and (11) between~' and ~l; and (iii)

the distl"ibution do/dX6 Which now refers to a plane perpendicular

to the total angular momentum vector.

A rough estimate of (1) may be made by comparing the distri

bution or J~ as given by a rotational partition function, with that

of L, derived from the classical relation

L = IJ.vb (17 )

by com.pounding the distributi.ons of initial relative velocity 2D.d

impact parameter. Reaction 1s assumed to occur for all valu.es 0:2

b up to a maximum.)1 VJhich :I.e approximated by eqt..1ating '1Tb 2 to

total reaction 01"'OS3 section. For most chem.ical reaction:- s

including (1) and (2)~ it is found that L is sUbstantia:U.;y-

than J ~ and accordingly (1) does not inl'1ibit the glOl"'y

For such reactions, factors (1i) and (ii1) decide \ilhether' t;~(

angular distribUtion of products will show pronounced anisotropy.

Several reaction models have been e:~ined vnlich suggest th~t in

many cases (i1) is likely to be the dominant factor. IO Fo:e (;x3inpl:.:.'1

the simplest model to treat assumes a ft s ticlrylt collision co:,l~}l,}x

which lives long enough to make Eq. (IS) hold; that is;

than. the rela..~tion time required for the decay of: phase r2:J.z·c:.··
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",csociated with formation of the complex. A chara.cteristic featu:c·:;

f this model is that the ~ngular distribution of products must

;:- .~m;lc:trical about X == 90° 1\' If it 1s also assumed that (11) is fL:cd

t;:l() population of' rotational states of the complex (regarded Lj

th01~al equilibrium at the saddle-point ot a potential energy

c~~:d>ace)" the angular distribution 1s readily calcula.ted in term;:

of the moments of inertia and rotational temperature of the compls::

'~l~d the total a.vailable angular momentum inferred .from Eqs. (17)

D,ll(1 (II).. For reactions (1) and (2), any reasonable assignment cf

-;:;]:8se parameters predicts Lf » J I" and hence strong scattering

bGth formlrd and backward along v •....
In this brief survey, only- a fe\'J aspects of the connection

1:<::tI'JGcn reaction mechanism and angular dist'rlbution could be

L.:l1tioned. Others are developed in a more detalled Jl quantml1 meci:)L.

:'.>:11 treatment" 10 Like the· pr'sl3ent classical d1scuseion., much c-
. lA

:16 adapted from the theory of' ntl:~lear reactions" - C12:::~i<Lc~

~00ry 1s usually (1f(,la1itatively correct £01' chendcal react1o~-~~J;'

,,;d.ch typically involve very la,:rge angular momenta; hov-Jevc:r'~) th<?:

:'J;.fin::Lte peal{;ing at the poles predicted by Eq. (14) and other sr-::

edges of' the classical approximation are smoothly rounded off.' in

tlle quantum treatment"

APPAa.!\ TUS AND EXPEHlr'lENTAL CONDITIONS

As shown in Fig. 1, the bea~s are formed by thermal effusio::

l'7om ovens mounted on a tUl"ntable which is rotated to SHeep the

;c·::su1ar distribution past the deteotor. Vertical adjustment at:

:J~ dctectol" positio!?- allo'~'ls the scattering to be measured out (.:
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G pl~no (angle 0~ accesDible f~om 0° to ± 40°) as well as in the

the incident beaDs (angle 0; accessible over -30 0 to 1500

i;l),() alka11 beam). The detcctOJ." is slml1ul" to that described

'J:'uflu{' and Datz2
.t
15; after tl10 initial aging" the tungsten

:t:llciJ:';e:nt is usually operated at; lSOOoK, the platinu..rn alloy filament

a,1; l800 0 re The t'l'JO chambers oi' the alkali oven are separately

heated. The temperature of the! beam, t'Jh1ch issues from the upper

chamber., can thus be varied about thJ:>ee hundl....ed degr'eas without

affecting the vapor pressure, which is fixed (at about 0.1 rum p~)

by the temperature of the molten alkali in the lower chmnber. ~~e

gas oven is connected to an ex:tcrJ."w'.l barostat by a supply tube

(not ShO}ffi in Fig. 1) which passes through the support column in

the r'otating lid" Cold shields a~1d collimating :alits hide both

ovens :from the scattering centeJ:::; and a cold shield also sU:c'l"'ounds

thiB provid0s a very

8011:imatip..g slits adjustc:d to give bco.ms betvJcen 0.05 and O. {~O

(:;;1 at the scatter:Lng ccmi.::er'. For meusureu:ents of out of DIane
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f31its \JOuld not lead to inc:\:'ca::5cd beam intensity as the pressure

\Tlthin the Oven \tJOuld have to bc decrcased propOl"tioll..ately to

;:a:ciai'y the condition fOl" ei'i",).o5..VE: flow. The distance from the

scattering center to the alkali oven is 11 em; to the gas oven

slit p 1.7 em; and to the detector usually 10 em in the tall config-

ul"ation and 4 em in the flat configur·ation.

Auxiliary experiments showed the detector filaments to be

unaffected by alkyl iodides except for a slight increase in noise.

It lJ'as als() cOl"l.firmed that the tungsten f'ilament 1s about equally

sensitive to Iv1 and l4I" Vjhel~eas the platinum alloy \'Jo.s found to be

about 50 t~~es more efficient for M than for ru (in disagreement

,"'J1th data in the litel"aturo15). Test runs made \'/ith nonreactive

xnatel'-'ials as the cross beam) SUGh as n-heptano, ShOli16d that the

relative detection ef'ficiencic,3 of the tungsten and the plat inurn

s1.ties of' inter0st for the study 01' r'E::t2ctive scattering. Ho:r.:;ver.;>

the readings often failed to mc:-t:ch in tho region clo:Jc to 'che :,1

ciently precise interchangl11.g 01' the fil<;unent positiol:13. IhoGe l"uns

also ind.:i.catcd that any fldifiusion-p'LL'T«()ft action of the crossed
1(;

bemtf- .... 'NUS negligibly small.

In the K + CH~I experiments n the concentration of K h'ithirl, the
.:J - "

1 ,...
volume defined by the intersection of' the beams is about 10-v

ato;:lD/cc fl eq'"livalent to a pressure of 10-6 am., and that of eH;:;I :Ls

",1 ,,- 100 .r. Id ~t .!'.• 'hrvnt 101 :1; v t / t t' • '.c,~,OOvlr..... -,iO greet Gr. 1-'..,(.,;.... ~ .. a oms sec en-er' ne rcacclon

'v·olum.e ,) of: tJhich roughly
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21[~ct;i0 scattering. In beam experiments clastic scattering ahJa.;ys

:Jl'C:::'(}I"aJ:i3,tes-, since quito wea}::: i::l.teractions \'J111 deflect a molecule

'cbe: 1.;02.1;1. The total crosr; section for beam scattering17 of'

K -j- CE:.:;I is about 1400 A2 and ir,1plies that encounters in which the

E D,ncl GE3I pass at a distance of 20 A count as collisions; at this

distance the intermolecular potential energy &~ounts to only 0.3

cal/mo1e_ The steady-state concentration of K! in the reaction

volurrte is roughly 107 molecules/co ~ the pressure 10-9
zrJ.fl1. At the

peak of the KI dlstribution,about 101 moleCUles/sec arrive at the

detector.

SUl,l1,1ARY OF' RESULTS

c:::
An exmnple of the data obtainedO for reaction (2) is shown in

Fig. 5. The 1\I distributiems arc: no:rmalized so that thc area under
_tl.

the 0ur-ves gives the col1is:l.on y:1.eld" Hhich 1s 5 x 10 - and C01";(,O-·

sp.Jnds to a reaction cross sect1.on of about 7 A2• Varia.tion of

tl1·c; K bea111 temperature ovel" a range of' 250"K gives practically no

clKmse in the yield and indic3:i;cs the activation enerGY 1s less

711C 1'Jevr'~on d1agra...-n of' Fig. G,ll constructed .1'1'0111 Eqs. (3) and

(6)-(9).1 compal"es the observed angular distl""ibution vJith that

11 "i ~ 1 ti 1 T".~. '"q., (-.::).. "D
o
o -_ 2'...·~ l.r,,,,p·l'/"',,,'-,l<:::2.__ O-":E':C~ oy 1;.10 cop.serva on a'~'i;;:~ • .1-" E. OJ .. t->.J.) r -.'-'_ ...... ';;',

the the:r"r.1al distribution of' initial kinetic energy is peakc:;d at

L :.: L 3 lwal/r,'lole; and the CH~.,I is Bontly in the ground vibrnt:ional
,J

s'Co.-ce :dth a rotational distl"'ibut:l.Ol1 peaked ncar vi == 0.6 1wal/mole.

seen that the broad peak observed near 83° in the laboratory

corZ'e~;p()l1ds to scattering in \o'Jhich an observel'" stationed 2:t the
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center 02 mass ~1ol:(ld see KI recoll backward (an.d CJI":{ fOr'\'lard) \'Jith
v

:r."cspcct to the incoming Ie bGDl'1. rrhe displacement of almost 35 0

from

1 lccal/mole.

o£ c shows that the main contributions must have

Also, as illustrated by the vector labeled a~....

•
reactions producD1g large values of E1 can contribute to the peak

only if the recoil velocity vector deviates considerably from the

direction of the initial relative velocity v (see also Fig. 2) •...
Since the recoil vectors must have cylindrical symmetry about v,....
such contributions can be studied directly by measurement of the

out-of~'plane scattering. As the KI is found to be pealced about the

plane of' the incident beams.ll \'10 may conclude that scattel"ing close

to the dil"'eotlon of v· \'lith small values of: E' is predominant.-
Experim~nts at various angles of intersection of the beams confir'J:ll

thia. It 1s found that the in-plane K1 pcal{ shifts to 680. and to

129~ for intersection angles of GOo and 135°; respectively, in

agrecr.1cut \vith predictions derived by l"'edraHing the Nc:r'con dic:.e:;::'8..E~

for these intersection angles (Dee Fig. 9). In OJ:,dCl'" to 2.ccmmt

KI recoil vectors nmst lie

reg:'l..on. These regions l;e3."'O der'ived by a calculation. 1.....hich cortLb~Lncd.

the in-plane and out-of-plane data and inclUded the ve2ocit~r

distributions in the reactant bemns. Also shovm in Fig. 6 is tho

estir.:e.te of the most probable CH3 recoil velocity implied by cen. (7)
i!n

aI1.d this analysis of the KI distribution. Velocity selection.-i..Q is

eS~3entiQl if the resolution is to be improved, as illustrated by

the doshed curve in FIg. 5b. Th..i.s 'Has calculated by averaging over

the initial distribution of IT vectors, assuming that all of' the KI-
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:!:'(:0oiled dil"'cctly backt'lards along v (that is" X == 0°) with internal
.-

e:~c,j,.tation HI::: 21 keal/mole (corr6oponding to g' - E ::;: 1.6 keal/

1",...,"1 ~,)....:.v_~...

FrOTa the results for reaction (2), \'m can predict \'1hat to

expect for the angula~ distributions in other M+ p~ reactions,

if' ',10 assume the products Hill shoVJ a similar peaking about the

direction of v and high internal ~xcitat1on. The results found for- '

the reactions or Rb6 and Cs atoms WitllCHsI, shown in Fig. 1 and 8,

have pe~~a within a few degrees of the predictions. The activation

energy is again found to be negligibly small f'or these l"eactions.

The reactions of K atoms w:tth ethyl, i-propyl,t n-propyl.. and n-

butyl iodides have also been studied. Uncler conditions similar to'

t;hof3e of Fig_ 5, all these rcacttons have KI pea.Its ~l. the neighbol?-

hood o~ 900
• ~1is indicates~ ac~ording to Eq. (Th), that the

average E' decx'eases as the mass of the R group is increased. Thor-:::;

becomes larger; the collision y:lcld remains about the same as fop

the CH-I reaction.
:J

is the possible pl."es0nce of: "fo::>\'Jard n scattering of' the al1cali

halide, corresponding to rGcoil angles near X = 180°. As can be

seen. i'rom Fig. 2, 1'01" large E l most of' this would appear in the

:cogion _300 -< GKI -< 30°, tJhich is hidden by elastic scatterinG fy-om

the paren:'c K bemn (see F 1C;" 5). Th.cr-o is evidence that the 1"0c011

and aqual intensity at X = 0° and 180°) indicate that a pr~ninent
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:1.:[' a :i.\)l~1.ml:'d peal-\: complementary to the observed backuard peak 'It;ere

DISCUSSION

The rather pr~itive experL~cnts described here may suffice to

illustrate both the.present limitations of ,the beam method and some

of its potentialities. Because the products are observed immediately

after the collision in which they are formed a even the qualitative

results already obtained pose interesting new questions for the

theory of chemical kinetics ..

For all the reaotions stuaied J the average relative transla-

tional energy of the products inferred from the angular distributions

is comparable to that of the reactants. Thus voughly 90% of the

energy of reaction appears as internal excitation. The present

results offer no in.formatiol"l about the partitioning of this 8n21:2:::{

a:mong various degrees of freedom" but; presumably it is largely

present as vibration of the newly-formed bond. In contra3t~ SpOGt~o-

scopic studies have in several oases prOVided a detailed picture of'

both the Vibrational and rotational dis0quilibr'ium of a reac;ti8L

product, but not yet U11der conditions that permit conclusions about

the initial excitation. 19,20 The spectroscopic results and

theo:c'ctical models concerned t'Jith the vibrational excitation of'
19 .products have recently been revievlcd by Basco and Norrish G;.nd by J. C.

POlanYi. 21
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The observed asym.,111ctric peaking ot~ the angular distribution

along the direction of the initial relative velocity vector implies

a renotion l~ochanism with specific prope~tles* The lack of s~m!etry

about X = 90° shows that the decomposition of the collision complex

CanrK"lt be rogarded as indopendc(l'C of .its manner of formation (as

in the compound. nucleus model of: nuclear reactlons14)i the initial

phase relations are not entirely Uforgotten. rt The suppression of .

X =: 1800 scattering (thus far established only for E' :( 10 kcal!mole)

must be attributed to anisotropy in the planar oross seotian, da!dx.

However, the prominence o£ scattering near X =: 0° could arise

either from the form ot.' do/dX 01", if' the final orbital angular

momentunl is large enough, from the glory effeot. (This is, inci-

dentally" opposite to the dil"ectional preference of the "stripping"

collision model I'or nuclear r'eactions. 14) Scattering near X :::: 0°

evidently C01""l""csponds 'to a Ilhax'd II collision rather than to a.

ltgrazingn one, as the r-1. atom", th.c R gr'oup" and the center of m.ass

of' tv1 and I must all reverse dircc;tion. It \!JOuld seem plausible to

assume that; dc/dX is not rcstx'ic:ted to be strongly peaked· at X "'" 0° $

and to intcl'"'pret the observed pcalcing as mainly due to a gloY"im.u:ly

large final orbital angulal"" momentum. According to Eq. (16) ~ the

reaction then takes place more or less in a plane, and the picture

suggested by the as;yT::..rnetry is that the complex decomposes before

it can rotate through a half-turrl. As the rotational velocities

estimated from Eq. (17) are very high, roughly half of the

,""complexes would have to decomD02C within about 5 x 10"'-.) seconds,

a time not much longer than a vibrational period.
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Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Capt ions f'ol" Figures

Relations among the velocity vectors of (a) reactants
and (b) products. Masses are numbered such that
1111 ~ mZ and IDS ~ lli4 •

~Tansformation relating angle and energy in center of
mass and laboratory coordinate systems~ for the in-plane
scattering corresponding to Fig. G. Contours of constant
X are shown by eolia curves, contours of oonstant E t by

dashed ourves ..

(a) Orientation or initial angular momentum vectors.
(b) D:lstribution of recoil vectors for rtstioky collision fI

model discussed in te::d;.

Sketch of apparatus. Cold shields, collimating sIlts"
shutters to interrupt the 11eams, a,nd other deta.ils omitted.

Fig. 5 (a) ... -8 . do. ... ~ --:I '"Parent K bea~ of 5 x ~o a~ps attenua~ea l~ oy

Fig. G

Fig. 7

Fig. S

Fig. 9

Cl"os13ed CH3I beam. R'22.dlnss en pi; detector (solid circlG~J}

1 ()
.,- ...norma lzed to tv 0Pl'jn. circles at pro:-ent beam peale. \ l) J

distributions; ~irGles derived from (a)~ triangles from
a replicate experiment (several months latel'> ). Area undci"

CU~Jes gives collision yield.

Uelr'con diagram corr,esponding to most pl">obable velociticz.i

of reactants in Fig. 5.

Results for lib reaction.

Results for Cs rcact1.on.
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